Jocks to Baby-sit

by Bill Macdonald

The criticisms circulating about the pugnacious behavior of the fans at the Western-WLU football game, a little more than a fortnight ago, has lead Dean Nichols, the Dean of Students to take an immediate course of action.

"We plan to set up a ten man team marshalling force of Let- terman, to control the zone where Lutheran students will be situated at the College Bowl this coming Saturday," Nichols said. "Their basic duty will be to maintain a certain degree of order among the students. Obviously we don't expect to keep the students from drinking in the stands, but we do hope to reduce the rowdiness and excessive profanity that was so clearly visible at the Western game. The Dean's Advisory Council has assured me that this system is perfectly feasible and have to be able to use this system at all the games next season."

Nichols went on to say that he did not want to give the student body the impression that they were being policed, but to impress upon them the need for students to work together with faculty and another to maintain a reasonable measure of decorum at such events in order to alleviate greatly the excess of bickering and destructiveness that occurred at the WLU-Western game.

If you recall, at last year's Canada Bowl game, there was $2,300 worth of damage done to Varsity Stadium." Nichols said. "Now I think something like that is downright appalling, especially when you consider that the proceeds of the game are supposed to go to the 'Canada Save the Children Fund.'"

The unruly behavior of the fans at games last season has prompted the provincial government's Course of action.

"I am afraid to take my girl friend to the game, some fuckin' maniac might throw a wine bottle and accidentally hit her in the head," said Wayne Baker, a WLU Student.

The Hawk's defense is number two but they're going to try to look like number one at this Saturday's Synod meeting a key motion affecting the attitude of playing each game this season. They will be number one : 31 - 17 to capture the Atlantic Bowl and the hardware that goes with it. This time the Bears are Montreal to take the Western final over 6 - 6 In another legend, the Golden Bears seem to be a strong well balanced team effective. They have not only the game this season while dominating the Western Intercollegiate Athletic Association. They are also ranked number one in the nation ahead of the Golden Hawks, currently number two.

It's been a long tough battle for the Golden Hawks this season. Right from the beginning of the season they were underdogs to obtain playoff berth in the OUA. The first time I talked to the coaching staff this year, I was convinced that if they approach students in the proper manner they will cooperate fully with you."

"I honestly don't expect to see anywhere near the number of fights at this week's game compared to the game two weeks ago." WLU Security officer, John Ball who will be assisting the student marshalling force at Saturday's game said this to concerning student behavior at football games. "I believe that if you approach students in the proper manner they will cooperate fully with you."

Since that early season meeting the Hawks have proceeded to follow their prediction to a tee. They have indeed had some luck by going relatively injury free especially in the last part of the season. The Hawks got another break when McMaster last its entire backfield knocking a sure contender out for the season. This left the Hawks the third and last playoff spot by virtue of their 41-7 defeat of the Waterloo Warriors. The Hawks have once again forced to play each team for a chance to qualify for the Canadian Championship. Last Saturday the Hawks earned the trip to Toronto by crushing the Saint Mary's University Huskies 50 - 17 to capture the Atlantic Bowl and the hardware that goes with it. The Hawks were number two but they're going to try to look like number one at this Saturday's Synod meeting a key motion affecting the attitude of playing each game this season. They will be number one : 31 - 17 to capture the Atlantic Bowl and the hardware that goes with it. This time the Bears are Montreal to take the Western final over 6 - 6 In another legend, the Golden Bears seem to be a strong well balanced team effective. They have not only the game this season while dominating the Western Intercollegiate Athletic Association. They are also ranked number one in the nation ahead of the Golden Hawks, currently number two.

It's been a long tough battle for the Golden Bears in the Canadian Bowl. This is the third time Coach Knight has taken his team to the Championship. The only thing that would make this attempt stand out from the other two would be a victory. In both previous attempts the Hawks came up short losing in 96 and 98. It isn't going to be easy to beat Alberta. Many of their players have the experience of playing in the College Bowl last year. Losing that game last year makes a victory this year more essential. They know what to expect in the line of civic functions and glamour and should therefore be more readily able to concentrate on preparing for the game itself.

As I said before the Bears are strong offensively. In eight league games they scored 270 points. They have been using a two quarterback system in which they alternate throughout the game. One of two is an excellent passer so he should see quite a bit of action against the Hawks. Their success has been closely related to the hassle-daze type of plays they use. For example, on one play the quarterback passes a ball after completing a double reverse. You can count on plays like these especially if the Bears fall seriously behind.

Defensively the Bears are not as sharp. They allowed just over 15 points a game during the season. They do appear however to have an excellent set of line backers which should pose a threat to the success of the Hawk's defense. The game itself should be an excellent contest with both teams entering the game full momentum. The game itself should be high scoring and probably quite similar to the Western - Hawk game. The key to a Hawk victory lies in the defense, which has to control the Bears and if possible give the offense good field position. I predict the Hawks will be number one : 31 - 20.
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UP FOR GRADS

The following companies will be present on campus during the next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an appointment with one or more of the company representatives are requested to arrange an appointment through the Placement Office and leave a copy of their resume sheet at the Placement Office at least 3 days prior to the interview date. Placement literature is available for students in the Placement Office.

November 27th  
McDonald, Currie

November 28th  
John Deere

November 29th  
Excelsior Life

November 30th  
Simpson-Sears

R.C.M.P.

December 1st  
MacGilivray & Co.

Simpson-Sears

November 29th  
Careers in Royal Canadian Mounted Police

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Auction  
WLU Theatre Auditorium  
7:30pm

Naismith Basketball Tournament  
U of W Phys. Ed. Building  
(continues on Saturday)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25

College Bowl  
(WLU Golden Hawks vs Alberta Golden Bears)  
WLU Theatre Auditorium  
1pm

EVERLY BROTHERS AND TOBIAS  
In Concert  
WLU Theatre Auditorium  
2 shows: 7pm & 10pm  
$2.00 advance, $2.50 door— 
students $3.00 advance, $3.50 door— 
public

Hockey Game  
(WLU vs Queen’s)  
Kitchener Auditorium

Mine Workshop  
(with Canadian Mine Theatre)  
Kitchener Library Gallery  
9am-6pm

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Nickly Cruz  
WLU Auditorium  
3pm

Jazz at the Library  
Barry Willis Trio  
Kitchener Library Auditorium  
free.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27

Chess Club  
3-309 & 3-313  
7:30pm

Gay Lib meeting  
U of W CC 113  
8pm

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28

Radio Lutheran meeting  
WLU Lounge  
7pm

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29

Careertalks  
Careers in the RCMP  
3ES  
6-7pm

Chess Club  
3-309 & 3-313  
7:30pm

RINGS

Graduation Ring Day  
9:30 — 4:00PM

BOOKSTORE

NOV. 29/72

Company Representative Al Zikman will order or sell Rings from stock

COLLEGE BOWL

SPECIAL

25% off on  
Toques  
Scarfs

45% off on Winter Jackets

GO HAWKS GO

WATCH FOR —

Beautiful books  
at bargain prices

Candles  
Novelties  
etc.

COMING FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

CONVENIENCE
WLU Witnesses War Panel Discussion

By Les Francey

Last Friday, November 17, the Student Mobilization Committees of WLU and University of Waterloo sponsored yet another panel discussion on the war in Vietnam. The panel discussion, set up to discuss Canada's role in Vietnam, took place before a sparse crowd of about 12 people in an empty IEI.

The members of the panel included Bui Ngoc Duong, a Vietnamese patriot, Shane Roberts, a U.S. draft dodger, who is president of the Federation of Students of U of W, Darral Bryant, a former professor at WLU, and women's liberationist-socialist Laurel Fischer who represented the K-W Women's Caucus and the League for Socialist Action. An extra added attraction was peace poet Bonnie Day.

The discussion was scheduled to start at 10am. By 10:09, there were 7 people in the audience, not including a Cord reporter and an organizer. Finally, at 10:15, Laurel Fischer, apparently acting as chairperson started the discussion, when she decided that the 11 members of the audience at the time were all that were likely to come. She introduced the topic of the discussion—what is Canada's role in the war in Vietnam? She then introduced poet Bonnie Day who read a few poems which she described as simple on the surface but having a lot of inner meaning. She prefaced her poems by remarking that it seems that the old men are the ones that make war while it is the young men who are the ones that fight it. She also felt that poets, by way of their art, should be involved with the war.

The first speaker from the panel was Bui Ngoc Duong. Duong thanked the audience for showing its concern for his country by coming to the panel discussion. He declined to make a speech, but suggested rather that he take questions from the audience about the situation in Vietnam and try to answer them. Since there were no questions, he sat down and Fischer introduced the next speaker—Darral Bryant.

Bryant stressed the historical implications of the war for America. He stated that war was a crisis for America, because for the last 300 years America has understood itself as the "new world" and since the turn of the century, America has seen itself as the world's savior. Now, he believes, America has to learn the hard lesson that it is not the world's savior.

Shane Roberts, President of the Federation of Students of U of W was the next speaker. He stated that we cannot undo what has been done in Vietnam, but he warned that for Canada, the war may be entering a new stage. He said that the proposed peace treaty is just a way for the U.S. to put the responsibility of the mess in Vietnam on someone else's shoulders. The U.S. draft dodger stressed that he didn't want Canada to go into Vietnam and get mixed up with the mess there.

Laurel Fischer then reviewed the recent history of peace negotiations. She felt that since Kissinger proclaimed that peace was at hand on October 27 that by this time we should have peace. But she pointed out that U.S. troops are still in South East Asia, that the Navy is still in South East Asia, that we hear the bombing is the highest during the war and we hear of big troop and material buildups. She felt that because we have no peace now, after the election, the peace treaty was a lie.

Fischer then asked what is Canada's role in Vietnam. She felt that in the past, Canada had been only an apologist for the U.S. She asked what right does Canada have in Vietnam.

After the speeches by members on the panel, there was a general discussion open to the audience. Here, where arguments were heard and rebuttals made. At 11:30 the discussion reconvened in RM 1-301 where a Quest for World Peace class was to be held.

During the discussion in the Quest for World Peace class, little that was relevant to the topic was discussed. Dr. Thiry, one of the instructors for the course, made a few opening remarks, warning us not to be too hopeful in expecting a quick peace in Vietnam. Poet Bonnie Day read a few more poems and then America, Nixon, and Kissinger took the brunt of the ensuing discussion.

In all the day's events, little that was new to the continuing arguments on the war in Vietnam was brought up. Bui Ngoc Duong despite this kept insisting that his country was fighting for independence, as it had been for hundreds of years and that it was prepared to fight any invader—Chinese, or American.
It is inexcusable for scientists to torture animals; let them make their experiments on journalists and politicians.
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MIME FESTIVAL - WORKSHOP
Saturday, November 25, 9am-6pm
Multi Media Presentation
Silent Films
Mime Performances
Displays
Feature-Canadian Mime Theatre
Workshop 2:00 pm
Young Adult Programme
Kitchener Public Library

The situation is black at Waterloo Lutheran's student-run Birth Control Centre.

Hampered on all sides—by the community, the university, Educational Services and residences—the group of student volunteers has had trouble ever since it began trying to bring the vital service of birth control information to the student body.

CUSO (Canadian United Services Organization) is a pan-Canadian organization that supports international development projects. The Birth Control Centre, that Waterloo Lutheran has a problem with pregnancies among its undergraduates—witness the incredible number of students who have had to have an abortion. The school is forced to be thwarting consciously or unconsciously every constructive move the Birth Control Centre makes to combat the problem.

It started before September, when the Birth Control people were forbidden to give away their birth control information packet to all registering freshmen as part of the bundle of registration material. Instead they were told to give it only to those who asked for it. And amid registration confusion, mothers screaming 'You're not giving that to my daughter' and freshmen males saying 'That's not my responsibility,' the packet did not reach everybody it should have (obviously).

In fact the information packet was not as complete as it should have been either due to Educational Services head Colin McKay's veto against important contributions from Dr. Donald Morganston and head name Donna Teigen. Dr. Morganston and name Teigen are part of the ED Services and Health Services Staff, said McKay, and should not become involved with a student organization such as Birth Control, no matter what vital contributions they can make. McKay was also speaking in the course of inter-departmental pressures to having the Birth Control Centre exist as a separate group.

The Birth Control Centre is a fact of life, at university as in any other community of adults, and attempts at making it known and used should not become involved with a student organization. McKay is also setting himself up as the CUSO judge and jury, he slams them. I don't know the motives of CUSO, but this group as a whole does tend to create a problem for itself. We must also realize that the volunteer who leaves Canada and goes to an African nation suddenly finds himself, due to his education and job, in the upper crust of society. This means that if a Canadian volunteer is from a middle or lower class family he must be part of the second class of the new society but also to a new position within the social structure. This is why the volunteer must have some CUSO people, but to suggest that as a Canadian volunteer you can't do anything to adjust is nothing more than verbal diarrhea.

CUSO Defended
The article on CUSO in last week's Cord made the generalization that it was disorganized from the word 'go.' The only truth I found in the article was the statement that the motives of CUSO are to assist developing nations with their economic, educational and social spheres.

The young man stated that CUSO volunteers have only vague thoughts about the countries and little knowledge of the background of the areas in which they will be working. I admit that the volunteers would not be considered experts on the history and background but to say they knew very little is unjust. Volunteers are sent a reading list prior to the orientation courses. These lists include history books, CUSO and host government reports as well as material on the culture and customs of the people they will be working with. These lists are compiled with the assistance of the host countries, therefore, if it is not complete then I feel we must not put all the blame on CUSO.

The gentleman speaks of volunteers being embarrassed to meet people when they believed they would be savages and instead they met individuals far more educated and sophisticated than themselves. I don't believe that there are very many educated Canadians who still view Africans as savages and certainly after the literature and the required presentations to volunteers any such view is extinct. The idea that any nation still views Africans as loin cloth bearing, spear carrying savages is damaging to the African people and any suggestions of its existence is, in my opinion, stupid.

Concerning his comments on the regions, I personally paid twenty-five dollars to go to Preston or New Dundee, that he was so quick to belittle, are the good Canadians as I am. It should also be interesting in knowing that most of CUSO volunteers work in rural areas or in towns of Preston or New Dundee, therefore, as he implied, these second class communities are better suited to work in these communities.

The general which volunteer comes out of the type of biases on his part that he condemns others for. I personally have lived in Montreal and Toronto but I don't feel any better informed about my country because of this. The Canadians from Preston or New Dundee, that he so quick to denounce, are the good Canadians as I am. It should also be interesting in knowing that most of CUSO volunteers work in rural areas or in towns of Preston or New Dundee, therefore, as he implied, these second class communities are better suited to work in these communities.

The general which volunteer comes out of the type of biases on his part that he condemns others for. I personally have lived in Montreal and Toronto but I don't feel any better informed about my country because of this. The Canadians from Preston or New Dundee, that he so quick to denounce, are the good Canadians as I am. It should also be interesting in knowing that most of CUSO volunteers work in rural areas or in towns of Preston or New Dundee, therefore, as he implied, these second class communities are better suited to work in these communities.

CUSO members have always been working against the student group too. Publicity posters put up by them around the school have been methodically torn down by this member of faculty, renowned for his basically anti-abortion (but apparently anti-birth control by any method) stand, and this same faculty member has opposed the dispensing of birth control information (via sex education talks) in the residences as well.

The impeding of information on contraceptive methods could definitely be improved, if only the volunteers were left free to do it.

Because of the shortcomings of the contraceptive program here there is, especially in a large university, a great need for education about what is being done. This program of separation of interests has continued. McKay is the person who has set himself up as the CUSO judge and jury and should find out more about CUSO before he slams them. I don't know the man, personally, however I feel he is doing a disservice to both the group and the CUSO volunteers has had trouble ever since it began trying to bring the vital service of birth control information to the student body.

I suggest that Mr. Eugene Agnew-Guimont who has set himself up as the CUSO judge and jury should find out more about CUSO before he slams them. I don't know the man, personally, however I feel he is doing a disservice to both the group and the

CUSO members have always been working against the student group too. Publicity posters put up by them around the school have been methodically torn down by this member of faculty, renowned for his basically anti-abortion (but apparently anti-birth control by any method) stand, and this same faculty member has opposed the dispensing of birth control information (via sex education talks) in the residences as well.

The impeding of information on contraceptive methods could definitely be improved, if only the volunteers were left free to do it.

Because of the shortcomings of the contraceptive program here there is, especially in a large university, a great need for education about what is being done. This program of separation of interests has continued. McKay is the person who has set himself up as the CUSO judge and jury and should find out more about CUSO before he slams them. I don't know the man, personally, however I feel he is doing a disservice to both the group and the
Can Evangelism Survive in Africa?

by Eugene Agu-Onwumere

A Christian missionary who flourished in the early-nineteenth century said that, to make some people believe, we do not know them and we will not know them because we hate them. This statement is representative of the current incompatibility between the evangelist and African nationalist.

Throughout Africa, a war has been developed against evangelism. It is viewed as a naked mechanism of colonialism. In the forefront in the war against evangelism are the African nationalists. According to the ideology of nationalists, the evangelists are regarded as the feed-traps of imperialism. This logic sees the Bible as an exploitative instrument used to soften the heart of the people in order to gain an advantage over them. Armed with this ideological belief, the nationalists have intensified their campaign against missionaries all over Africa. The situation is so alarming that any right-thinking person would feel that the good work and motivation of the evangelist have been thrown away overnight. Of all the many religious sects operating in Africa, the worst victims have been the Jehovah Witnesses. Their persecution started from Krammah's Ghana, where they were accused of stirring up troubles in Ghana because of their absolute refusal to honour the national flag. Their influence was abjectly refused to be acknowledged in the country at the end of the war. Because of this nationalistic feeling, the institutions owned by the Jehovah Witnesses were taken over by the government. Although massive help was required at the time, the government only preferred other sources like UNICEF and UNESCO. The same feelings are not confined to one area of the country, all the states are beginning to nationalize the hospitals built by missionaries and thus compensation is paid to them.

In Nigeria recently, the state administration of Sapei Central State, Dr. Ukpabi Asika told the representatives of the Anglican Synod of Onitsha that the age of the missionaries has gone. This, I believe, was in reflection of his policy and action at the end of the Nigerian Civil War. All the Irish priests who were expelled from the country at the end of the war. Because of this nationalistic feeling, the institutions owned by the Irish priests were taken over by the government. Although massive help was required at the time, the government only preferred other sources like UNICEF and UNESCO. The same feelings are not confined to one area of the country, all the states are beginning to nationalize the hospitals built by missionaries and thus compensation is paid to them.

The ingenuity of the ideology is so powerful that the war against evangelism is on the minds of the nationalists. Their persecution started from Krammah's Ghana, where they were accused of stirring up troubles in Ghana because of their abject refusal to honour the national flag. Their influence was abjectly refused to be acknowledged in the country at the end of the war. Because of this nationalistic feeling, the institutions owned by the Jehovah Witnesses were taken over by the government. Although massive help was required at the time, the government only preferred other sources like UNICEF and UNESCO. The same feelings are not confined to one area of the country, all the states are beginning to nationalize the hospitals built by missionaries and thus compensation is paid to them.

Furthermore, the evangelists are seen as a part of the ideological plan by developed countries to invade Africa. In fact, they are looked upon as agencies of psychological warfare.

Unfortunately, those of us who have remained sympathetic to evangelists and their teachings have been dismissed as apologists and tools of colonialism. We have constantly reminded the nationalists of the contributions of missionaries in the educational and spiritual advance of Africans. But the present attitude overrides all other considerations. At the present, I honestly believe that there would be an understanding and tolerance amongst our African brothers. The evangelists should as well receive the same understanding and tolerance in their failures in certain aspects.

Occupation continues at Memorial University

ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — About 200 students at Memorial University have occupied the Arts and Administration building for over a week to back demands that the administration reverse its position and continue collection of fees. The occupation began November 14, when about 1,500 students moved into Memorial building. Memorial president Lord Stephen Taylor announced unexpectedly on Thursday November 9 that the university would no longer collect fees for the union. The move would effectively cripple the union.

Until today and more than ever, the Pope and Catholic institutions are beginning to crumble and erode. The transformation of the Catholic church as an entity of the indigenous priests have started to challenge the wisdom and authority of the Vatican on several issues. All the Christian ethics and the idea of celibacy are beginning to be questioned. To the astonishment of all, one of the best educated, and a dedicated revolutionary priest, resigned from the Catholic establishment in Nigeria. A few days after his resignation, he opened a campaign against Catholicism and in new wooling many adherents to his national religion.

Also in the crusade against evangelists are the African students overseas. They report home with mixed feelings of the horror stories and films being displayed by missionaries about Africa in Metropolitan countries. They accuse missionaries of distorting the image of their country occupied such actions, thus creating the impression that Africa is still in the Dark Ages. Furthermore, the evangelists are seen as part of the ideological plan by developed countries to invade Africa. In fact, they are looked upon as agencies of psychological warfare.

Unfortunately, those of us who have remained sympathetic to evangelists and their teachings have been dismissed as apologists and tools of colonialism. We have constantly reminded the nationalists of the contributions of missionaries in the educational and spiritual advance of Africans. But the present attitude overrides all other considerations. At the present, I honestly believe that there would be an understanding and tolerance amongst our African brothers. The evangelists should as well receive the same understanding and tolerance in their failures in certain aspects.

ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — About 200 students at Memorial University have occupied the Arts and Administration building for over a week to back demands that the administration reverse its position and continue collection of fees. The occupation began November 14, when about 1,500 students moved into Memorial building. Memorial president Lord Stephen Taylor announced unexpectedly on Thursday November 9 that the university would no longer collect fees for the union. The move would effectively cripple the union.

Tayler timed his move for the first day of Memorial’s five day mid-term break, so the students who had to walk until November 14 before taking fully constructive action.

The first move was the organization of a general student union meeting. When about 3,000 students gathered to discuss the crisis, the number was considered remarkably large for the usually apathetic campus, which sports an enrolment of 7,500.

The students overwhelmingly voiced opposition to the administration. Although only a small minority opposed the union and any decision to occupy the administration building, more than 1,000 students marched to the building to begin the occupation. The students viewed Tayler’s idea, as well as those of the comptroller, vice-president and others. They thresholded for Tayler to return from a lecture he was giving engineering students. (The president, a member of the British House of Lords, still teaches an engineering course.)

When Tayler came back he was flanked by about 15 engineers who said they opposed the Council of the Student’s Union (CSU), the elected student government. Some students brought in donuts, soft drinks, coffee, fried chicken and sandwiches through the day to feed the hungry demonstrators. A local folk singer entertained with such songs as “Get Together” and “Power to the People.” Previously, students had joined together in several rounds of “Solidarity Forever.”

The banner’s office, registrar’s office and the administrative branches closed for the afternoon. When the university president’s office was the only one which was occupied for more than an hour.

Outside, the university’s flags were lowered to half-mast. Local police took no immediate action, although a couple of plainclothesmen were keeping a close watch on the occupation. Campus security officers locked as many doors as possible, but otherwise did little except to observe.

A series of telegrams and phone calls of support gave the occupiers a considerable boost. The unions at Dalhousie University, the University of Manitoba, the University of Prince Edward Island and the College of Trades and Technology in St. John’s declared their solidarity. Solidarity between local bus drivers’ union currently on strike against St. John’s City Council.

Some workers in the administration building also said they sympathized with the students’ cause.

The Memorial students say Taylor and the administration had no right to decide unilaterally to terminate student union fees collection. No negotiations had preceded the action. They feel the decision whether student union fees are compulsory or voluntary should be made by the students, not the administration.

Port of the student body voted Friday on a resolution that they be allowed to decide whether fees for membership in the Council of the Student’s Union be compulsory or voluntary.

The resolution was passed by a vote of 3,775 to 338. Taylor said the resolution contained loaded questions and he likened it to Hitler tactics.

GROWTH GROUPS

- Personal Awareness
- Communications
- Discussion

are in the formulation stages

- evening
- for specifics contact
- Miss K Peters
- educational services

884-1970-ext 338
Before vasectomy
Cryogen Laboratories Inc.,
579-0400
742 King St. West,
Kitchener

TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date 128-page, mail order catalog of 3,000 quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE CUSTOM-MADE PAPERS.
Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
“This is not a local sales tax.”

You learn something new every day
One of the wonderful things about growing up is trying different things. Like Yoga. And forming your own opinion about all your new learning. Another part of growing up is finding out about sanitary protection. Maybe you’re wondering if you’re old enough for Tampax tampons. If you’re of menstrual age, you’re probably old enough. Many girls start right off with Tampax tampons.
They come in three absorbencies: Regular, Super, and Junior. There’s one to fit your needs. And they’re easy to use. Just follow the simple directions inside every package.

Our only interest is protecting you.

The famous Daoust boot is made of high quality materials — like finest Kangaroo leather — chosen for strength and durability. Inter-laced with ballistic nylon mesh and lined with English kip leather provides all-round foot protection. The rigid box toe is guaranteed. And on top of all this — the Daoust fit — the ultimate in skate comfort.

Daoust performance
Just as a player must perform under pressure, a skate must perform under punishment. Daoust skates do just that. An example is the Daoust National 300 — illustrated above. Before this skate leaves the plant in Montreal, the blade is tested for strength and resistance on the Rockwell scale. It must register a reading of 58 to 60 — guaranteeing the Daoust standards of excellence.

With over 75 years of experience, DAoust has created an impressive line of skates — ranging from the superb National 300 to the rugged Junior Protect the blades and pucks. So you need a skate that can take it — a skate made by Daoust.

Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot is made of high quality materials — like finest Kangaroo leather — chosen for strength and durability. Inter-laced with ballistic nylon mesh and lined with English kip leather provides all-round foot protection. The rigid box toe is guaranteed. And on top of all this — the Daoust fit — the ultimate in skate comfort.
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Just as a player must perform under pressure, a skate must perform under punishment. Daoust skates do just that. An example is the Daoust National 300 — illustrated above. Before this skate leaves the plant in Montreal, the blade is tested for strength and resistance on the Rockwell scale. It must register a reading of 58 to 60 — guaranteeing the Daoust standards of excellence.
Exams and Knowing: an open letter to psychology teachers
by Dr. Robert E. Alexander

My second reaction is that good theories will work in practice. That is exactly what is meant by calling them "good." It may take a long time to test it, but nobody said it was easy. On the other hand, if it really fails in practice, then it is probably wrong in theory. The two stand or fall together.

In the case of theories about what to do, there is no need to do it just to get as close as possible. For example, the practical problem may be to show that Parkinson's Law holds, and the greater time needed to critically evaluate essays rather than to "correct" multiple-choice tests. Or, there may be ways of inserting elements of argument into tests which would not involve awhole debate to the matter. I mean that sometimes (and sometimes not) an essay is a better vehicle for making the point.

Identify an examination is a creative and thus learning experience. One relates what one produce it for the grade involved.

The difference between keeping the goal of the essays in view and the goals of multiple-choice tests is a subjective one. Although having the wrong answer is not likely to be as significant as not being able to state it, it is not likely to be negligible. That is, there is not likely to be a significant increase in grade when the essay is correct. In contrast, the essay answer assumes that at least the teacher can give arguments for what he says are the correct choices. The difference does not lie in whether reasons are needed by the teacher to evaluate the answers, but rather in whether the student has to display any reasons. In any case, if the need for reasoned argument is concealed, it is important to explicitly endorse such a thing in the context of exams. This holds true even if—indeed, especially if—practical problems require a fairly small proportion of essays.

The difference between keeping the goal of the essays in view and the aims of multiple-choice tests is a subjective one. Although having the wrong answer is not likely to be as significant as not being able to state it, it is not likely to be negligible. That is, there is not likely to be a significant increase in grade when the essay is correct. In contrast, the essay answer assumes that at least the teacher can give arguments for what he says are the correct choices. The difference does not lie in whether reasons are needed by the teacher to evaluate the answers, but rather in whether the student has to display any reasons. In any case, if the need for reasoned argument is concealed, it is important to explicitly endorse such a thing in the context of exams. This holds true even if—indeed, especially if—practical problems require a fairly small proportion of essays.

In any case, if the need for reasoned argument is concealed, it is important to explicitly endorse such a thing in the context of exams. This holds true even if—indeed, especially if—practical problems require a fairly small proportion of essays.

The second reason is that good theories will work in practice. That is exactly what is meant by calling them "good." It may take a long time to test it, but nobody said it was easy. On the other hand, if it really fails in practice, then it is probably wrong in theory. The two stand or fall together.

In the case of theories about what to do, there is no need to do it just to get as close as possible. For example, the practical problem may be to show that Parkinson's Law holds, and the greater time needed to critically evaluate essays rather than to "correct" multiple-choice tests. Or, there may be ways of inserting elements of argument into tests which would not involve a whole debate to the matter. I mean that sometimes (and sometimes not) an essay is a better vehicle for making the point.
A question has been asked since chess began; namely "What is the best opening move?" And through the years, numerous answers have been made. Each has been refuted by the next. Indeed, we now ask, is there a best first move?

Technically speaking there are 39 legal moves for White on move one. There are an equal amount for Black. Thus the combined total for move 1 is 58 squared or 460 different moves. The possible permutations of moves by the fourth move becomes a number in the millions and the estimated possibilities in one game is beyond any mind or computer to comprehend. Thus although White's first choice is relatively simple, he must ultimately consider the resulting position after several moves and this is the difficulty.

Generally, however, the best first moves for White are e4, d4, Nf3, c4 and b3, the order in which these are listed indicating the frequency with which they are played. Yet this does not mean that other moves are not employed. The game this week is an example of the use of an irregular opening which pays dividends for its patron. It begins 1. b4 (!) and White wins it in grand style.

A game was made. Each has been refuted by the next. Indeed, we now ask, is there a best first move? Technically speaking there are 39 legal moves for White on move one. There are an equal amount for Black. Thus the combined total for move 1 is 58 squared or 460 different moves. The possible permutations of moves by the fourth move becomes a number in the millions and the estimated possibilities in one game is beyond any mind or computer to comprehend. Thus although White's first choice is relatively simple, he must ultimately consider the resulting position after several moves and this is the difficulty.

Generally, however, the best first moves for White are e4, d4, Nf3, c4 and b3, the order in which these are listed indicating the frequency with which they are played. Yet this does not mean that other moves are not employed. The game this week is an example of the use of an irregular opening which pays dividends for its patron. It begins 1. b4 (!) and White wins it in grand style.
The Adding Machine
by Penny Rose
To present dramatically a mechanical emblem of society is no small task. Expressionistic theatre portrays, through automata characters, stylistic backdrops, and dramatic audience treatment, the repressive and frustrating atmosphere of society. The Players' Guild acted out the workings of an Adding Machine last week—Mr. Zero and Mssrs. 1-6 were integral parts of that contraption of steel and iron.

Gary Hoffman captured the essence of Mr. Zero's frustration and futile anger. His face in the first scene was the epitome of resigned bitterness, how else could he react to Veronica Blythe's Mrs. Zero. Zero with her criticisms and hypocrisies? Dual representation of Zero and Daisy in scene two was effective but needed synchronization. Verbal exchange lagged here, and although the play presented boredom, the audience must never feel so. Linda Gaudet brilliantly combined Daisy's puerile love of refinement and her eerie love of fantasy.

The dinner party, a robot roll-call of social repartee, was impressive. In stage movement and Shannon Nelson's excellent costume design, Mrs. Zero and Grace Jones wore perfect as the buttonholes on the social Adding Machine. In the scene that followed, Zero's plea for justice fell on the deaf ears of these numerical jugglers. His only justifiable came from a gum-chewing, comic book fiend: Ray Funnell as the fixes.

John Kercook played religious fanaticism comically in the graveyard scene, and elicited pity in his rejection of a Paradise based not on the flames of social morality, but on the beauty of free creativity. The Elysian Fields backdrop was a magnificent tapestry of light and shade, music and colour, the only relief in a drab universe. Zero, the neonility in all of us, returns to his adding machine blankly.

Lieutenant Charles George Olsen, who understands the play with his ingenious ad-libbing, caught the half-mocking, half-sympathetic attitude of "God's" emissaries towards his number men. Hope is an illusion reclaimed by the blackness of social repression.

The major problem of the production was with set movement. That crucial scene, where at the height of his rage Zero states his boss, became laughable through inadequate set mobility. Creative people need practical people to build their ideas; the set as a symbol of society must function as faultlessly as an adding machine.

The Players' Guild surmounted most of the problems of staging an expressionistic play. Brilliant guidance and make-up combined to produce a superb drama of social mechanism. We are all parts of that super-hyper adding machine; our universe is mechanical. Zero is deistic. To and from the cosmic laundry souls travel, guided by a disillusioned Lieutenant who drains his flask and sighs: "Hell, I'll tell the world this is a lousy job."

ENTERTAINMENT
by George Olds

Well, it looks like I'm back in the proverbial and well worn writer's chair again after an extended period of absence to perform in Players' Guild's The Adding Machine. But before you scream bias, let me assure you that I have had nothing to do with any review of that work you may have seen. I feel no need to defend it; the cheers and the jeers stand on its own right.

What is on my mind now is the oft heard cry "Who on earth picked that show?" It is common knowledge that the Board of Student Activities has been losing overwhelming amounts of money on so-called "expressionistic theatre?" Well then, my next plea?

1. Do you feel the need for an organized Board for co-ordination of events such as movies, plays, concerts, etc? Yes _ No __

2. Would you rather see a movie or a play? — 

3. Should the tradition of the "Spring Musical" be retained by Players' Guild? Yes _ No _

4. Do you think there is enough in the way of movies at campus events (other than pubs)? Yes _ No _

5. Should the B.S.A. a.) appeal to students in their choice of events in order to please, or b.) appeal to a mass community audience in order to make money? Yes _ No _

6. Would you prefer to see a folk concert rather than a rock concert? Yes _ No _

7. What movies would you like to see shown on campus? List.

8. What play or musical show should Players' Guild choose as its major production for the spring? Name some.

9. What do you consider a fair price to pay for a movie—a play—a concert?

10. To what would you attribute the poor attendance at campus events (other than pubs)?:

a) at campus events (other than pubs):
   — bad publicity —— Poor organisation
   — Poor entertainment —— Apathy

The only other Entertainment news I can think of is The Importance of Being Earnest at U. of W.'s Humanities theatre this weekend. Cabaret is at the Fireplace for a limited run, soon to be replaced by Separate Peace. If you haven't yet seen Cabaret go to one to catch Linda Mello's and Joel Grey's magnificent performances, see all the fabulous choreography, hear the great score, and see one of the finest films of 1972.

And last but most important of all go see the Everly Brothers in concert in the T.A. this Saturday at 8 & 10 p.m. Fine music and nostalgia combine for good entertainment. They are warmed up by Tobias. Should be good. Costs $3 ($5 at door) for students and $3 ($5 at door) for others.
The Nigerian residents of K-W organised a series of activities over the weekend, that was attended by a large number of people.

Dr. Ukandi Damashi of Princeton University spoke on Nigerian modernisation and thereby focused on the whole gamut of economic problems facing Nigeria. Amongst them are duplication of industries amongst the states, curbing the inflow of people to urban centres, and reviving the agricultural sector, which he said is the backbone of Nigerian economy.

Amongst his rationale for solving these problems would be the siting of industries in rural areas rather than urban centres, system of national saving for the country and further suggested that the Army should be used for development activities, now that the country is enjoying an atmosphere of stability.

Later, there was a display of made-in-Nigeria products and film show on traditional dances of the ethnic groups in Nigeria. The occasion was rounded-up with an all-night pub at WLU Student Union Ballroom on the 19th of November.

Nigerian weekend
by Eugene Agu-Ohwamere

The way they lived - The way they died.

The Syndicate.

The way they lived - The way they died.

The Valiant Papers

A BRAH DE LAUGIERES production. A TERENCE HILL film. 110 MINUTES.

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY, 7 & 9:30. Free list & Senior Citizens' Privileges. Cancelled for this Program.

MATINEE: SAT. & SUN. 2 P.M.

LEE VAN CLEEF

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN

PLUS 2nd BIG HIT! ADULT

GEORGE C. SCOTT

THE HOSPITAL

CAPITOL

“MAGNIFICENT 7” 6:30 & 10:05

“A MIGHTY TIDE” AT 8:15 P.M. ONLY

HELD OVER 5TH BIG WEEK

YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN EVERYTHING!

WALLY ALLEN'S

“EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX”

“BUT WE'RE AFRAID TO ASK”

A DUD WITH A PLAN TO STICK IT TO THE MAN!

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

“PORTNOY” 8:30 & 10:10

“SUPER” 6:45 & 10:10

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE

OFFERS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES TO GRADUATES

Graduates from universities across Canada are finding an interesting and rewarding career within the ranks of the R.C.M. Police. Those holding degrees in Law, Science, Arts, Engineering and Business Administration who are able to meet all other entrance requirements are offered a commencing salary of $9,100 per annum.

INTERVIEWERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1972

LITTLE SHORT STOP

223 WEBER NORTH

University & Weber

Open 7 days a week 9.00 - 11.00

one free loaf of CHRISTIE'S BUTTERMATE BREAD with each purchase of bag or jug milk
Hawks Take Atlantic Bowl
by Brian Stephenson

The Golden Hawks made easy work of taking the Atlantic Bowl as they defeated the University of St. Mary's Huskies 50-17. The game, played before approximately 6,000 partisan Huskie fans, could best be described as warm up for the College Bowl this Saturday in Toronto.

The Hawks made believers out of many doubters as they scored at will over a team that went undefeated during the season giving up less than 10 points per game. This was the same team which was convinced of their superiority on the grounds of a 16-8 victory over the Hawks earlier in the season. It should also be mentioned that these were the same Hawks which had been given little chance of making the playoffs before the season started. The first OUAA releases indicated that this would be a rebuilding year for the Hawks.

Once again it was exceptional team effort which made a farce out of the highly-billed Huskies. Both offence and defence came close to attaining their pre-game objectives as each gave less than one hundred percent effort. The Hawks managed their first team effort which made a farce out of the Huskies and the somewhat inept Huskie punter. This can be accredited to stubborn Hawk defence and the somewhat inapt Huskie punter.

The first time the offence got the ball it was on the Husky 47 yd line. On the second play Wayne Allison rolled out right on the option, faked the pitchout, and gave up one of very few turnovers. On second down, Allison rolled left to the short side of the field. He kept the ball until he had made the first down and then decided to pitch to Passmore. The pitch was intercepted and returned 16 yards by Ray Romand to close the gap 14-7. The Huskies then put up a tremendous threat as they successfully completed a short kick-off taking over at the Lutheran 51. On second down, Wally Parker intercepted a Robinson pass and returned it 39 yards to the Huskie 38. This was the first of three key interceptions which the Hawk defence came up with.

Six plays later, Passmore scored on an off tackle with simple power blocking behind Rick Redshaw and John Whitney. Score 21-7. Before the half ended the defence set up another touchdown when Stacey Coray intercepted another Robinson pass and returned it 77 yards to the SMU 13. On the next play, Passmore scored around left end once again on the option. This time Allison threw a key block to spring Passmore. Score 28-7.

Although down, the Huskies did not give up. Before the half ended, they managed a 39 yard field goal. Score 28-10. The second half proved to be more of the same as the Hawks showed little mercy on the Bluenose champs. On the third play of the half, Allison hit Larry Simpson with a fifteen yard pass for the major. That's right, we scored a touchdown on new gimmick, the forward pass. Score 35-10.

When a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love
He should at least be eloped on birth control. To get what is in plain language send for the FREE How-Not-To booklet by Julius Schmid, makers of FOUREX, RAMSES and SHEIK. Quality contraceptives for men. Sold only in drug stores.

Full credit should be given to the offensive team which held the Huskies to less than 100 yards rushing. More importantly, they confined Huskie Quarterback Robinson to less than 211 yards passing with only one touchdown and a field goal being scored against them. They also set up several scoring opportunities on interceptions and fumble recoveries.

Of course, Allison was the key figure rushing for 142 yards and scoring two touchdowns, and passing for a third. Wayne was also chosen the outstanding player of the game. Passmore rushed for 55 yards and scored three majors in another key effort.

When a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love

THE HOW NOT TO BOOK

Julius Schmid of Canada Limited
32-36 James St. N., Hamilton, Ont.

Inquire about our special weekend rates

Students & Faculty of Waterloo Lutheran University will be given a 20% CASH DISCOUNT of HOST's Lower Daily Rates (proper I.D. will be required)

RATES From $5.00 1 day 5% 1 mile

Need a car for one night? HOST Overnight Special out at 6 P.M. - in at 9 A.M. next day
Any size car $4.00 plus mileage

In Windsor and Western Ontario 86 Bridgeport Rd. - Waterloo 576-7440
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RUFUS - THE RADICAL REPTILE - CHILaoHOOD AND EARLY YOUTH

NEWLY HATCHED, THE WORLD LIT THE PENT GOOD TO HIM...

YOUR CHOICE...

$1.98

BUT THIS WAS A SERIOUS INFRACTION OF THE RULES! THE BOY AND HIS MOTHER ASKED IT OVER AND DECIDED...
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